Abstract-The capability of solid-state electronics within the terahertz frequency regime is reviewed and assessed. Recent developments in chemical and biological science are presented that provide important insight and motivations for fbture uses of THz electronics in spectroscopic sensing. Finally, the impact of new advances in nanotechnology and molecular physics on the detection of chemical and biological warfhre agents is addressed.
Introduction
In this final year of the twentieth century, the solidstate electronics capability within the terahertz (THz) frequency regime remains extremely limited from a basic signal source and systems perspective. The relative limited development of semiconductorbased electronic circuits in the THz band, defined here as the portion of the submillimeter-wavelength electromagnetic (EM) spectrum between approximately I mm (300 GHz) and 100 pm (3 THz), may be attributed to the confluence of two fundamental factors. First, very challenging development and engineering problems are present in this quasi-optical regime where EM wavelength is on the order of component size. Second, the practical and scientific applications of this shorterwavelength microwave region have been restricted to a few specialized fields. However, recent advances in nanotechnology, molecular chemistry and biological science have already begun to chart the course for new and important applications of THz electronics in the coming twenty-first century. as a new approach for point detection of biological agents (i.e., in the -300-750 GHz). Here, the spectra reveals unique contributions from the localized phonons, arising from DNA base-pair interactions, that is absent from the far infrared data (i.e., > -1 THz). Studies at W-band (75-110 GHz) have revealed similar results. Hence, a millimeter-wave approach may offer a technique to achieve standoffdetection capability in concert with the more discriminating THz identification technology. The serious military threat of large toxic molecules (e.g., Sarin) has also motivated microwave spectroscopic utilizing THz spectroscopy has laid a preliminary foundation for new warfare agent detection and analysis methods. However, there remains much work ahead to fully identify a robust THz-based methodology. Specifically, any CB agent detection scheme requires the interrogation of a microscopic molecule and therefore will present very stringent specificity and sensitivity problems. Fortunately, the scientific community has been addressing this general problem for some time. For example, novel methods are being developed to assemble nanoparticles into macroscopic materials that may provide a means for linking microscopic molecules to sensing devices [ 17, 181 . Therefore, the successful detection of CB warfare agents will most certainly require a fusion of a robust THz electronics capability for species specificity and a molecular nanoelectronics expertise for microscopic sensitivity [ 191.
